
Intelligent parking. On so many levels.
For years, parking guidance systems were only expected to track occupied and unoccupied spaces. With its
core business intelligence, the camera based Park Assist  smart-sensor system for parking guidance keeps a

finger on the pulse on the behaviors, preferences and usage patterns across your parking facility.

Gain better control while cutting
costs.

Our smart-sensor cameras combine with integrated License Plate
Recognition (LPR) – and our proprietary intelligent software – to
monitor your entire facility. The result: actionable data you can
use to streamline costs and maximize efficiency.

LEARN MORE >

Increase revenues with premium
pricing.

It’s suddenly easy to incorporate premium pricing – or other
pricing strategies – anywhere across your facility. No need for
expensive gate systems or costly loss of spaces. A powerful way
to instantly increase revenues and the bottom line.

LEARN MORE >

Expanded security. From a unique
vantage point.

Our smart-sensor cameras can capture streaming video whenever
motion is detected in or around a space. Or continuously, if
desired. Providing an expanded level of security that would
otherwise be cost-prohibitive.

LEARN MORE >

Build a following with a superior
experience.

Our next-generation parking guidance includes leading-edge
wayfinding signage at every key decision point. Bright LEDs on
the smart-sensors whisk parkers to open spaces. Touchscreen
kiosks help find their vehicles upon return. The kind of
conveniences that increase market share and repeat business.

LEARN MORE >

Parking Guidance Systems from Park Assist.
A camera based parking guidance system from Park Assist serves to reduce frustration for your parkers while
providing a high tech experience.

Park Assist is a price sensitive manufacturer and provider of parking guidance system technology that
competes with ultrasonic and other camera-based solutions with superior advanced technology. Park Assist
systems drive greater performance, increased revenue, better efficiency, increased security, safety, an
elevated parker experience and ROI. Our systems help to provide vehicle information to the operator in
both parking garages and outdoor car parks. The markets we help include shopping and retail centers,
mixed use facilities, airports, hospitals, casino and gaming facilities, colleges and universities, corporate
campuses, citywide guidance, architects, consultants, engineers and parking system integrators.
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Parking technology far beyond
guidance: With core business
intelligence.
When we entered the parking technology field back in 2005, the
industry was solely about guidance systems. For many of our
competitors, it still is.

Park Assist  had a different view of its mission from Day One. We

envisioned ourselves as a business intelligence company. In 2010, Park
Assist pioneered the industry’s first camera-based system for parking
guidance. And over the past decade, we’ve become the industry’s
bona fide technology leader with successful installations spanning 20
countries.

Intelligent solutions with extraordinary vision.

Empowered by our proprietary portfolio of intelligent cloud-based software solutions, a Park Assist

camera based smart-sensor system has the core business intelligence to deliver new revenue

opportunities. Operational efficiencies to streamline costs. Extended levels of monitoring and

security. Along with an unparalleled end-to-end parker experience.

Explore the sections linked below to learn more about the multifaceted benefits of our smart-

sensor driven guidance solutions. At Park Assist, business intelligence is more than a concept. And

parking technology is about far more than guidance.

Unmatched global reach. Across 20 countries and counting. Our multifaceted Park Assist

installations are maximizing revenue, efficiency and profitability for companies in diverse industries

worldwide. As our portfolio of successes continues to grow.
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Next-generation parking guidance:
At every key decision point.
For private enterprises and public facilities alike, the parking
experience makes a crucial first impression on both first-time and
frequent visitors. The Park Assist  approach to parking guidance is to

remove all stress and uncertainty from the process.

The overarching goal is to provide a seamless and stress-free
experience for each parker — from initial entry to an open space. All
while improving overall traffic flow throughout a facility, across an entire
property, and even in the surrounding area.

The ultimate in sitewide parking guidance.

Through the unique synergy of our camera based smart-sensor system and customizable

wayfinding signage, parkers are treated to an unprecedented level of parking guidance and

convenience. From the moment they arrive, to the moment they exit the facility.

Upon arrival, exterior and entry wayfinding signage show vacancy counts that help parkers to

choose a facility and/or parking level.

After entering, interior wayfinding signage and directional in-aisle pointers provide followup

parking guidance. Helping them make on-the-spot decisions within a chosen level.

This is where our smart-sensors take over – as their bright color-coded LEDs signal parkers

quickly to open spaces.

When parkers return to their vehicles, Park Assist closes the loop with the exclusive Find Your

Car™ locator feature in our Park Finder™ software extension.

Park Assist mobile APIs can also be used to make our customer-facing features accessible

through a wide range of standards-based apps for smartphones and tablets.

A total parking guidance solution that is unique in the industry.

By elevating the parker experience from end to end, Park Assist helps you encourage repeat visits

and build brand loyalty. By making sure every possible space in your garage is utilized, we also

help ensure maximum usage per square foot. This can save millions in construction costs for a new

facility. It can also postpone or eliminate the need to expand or replace an existing facility.

Going beyond guidance to provide core business intelligence.

With the invention of the camera based smart-sensor, Park Assist created the first sensor-with-a-

brain in the industry. Each autonomous smart-sensor has the ability to stream images, video and

rich data to the core server for variety of purposes – including real-time occupancy monitoring,

integrated License Plate Recognition (LPR), and detailed tracking of customer behaviors,

preferences and usage patterns.

This wealth of valuable data is turned into actionable intelligence and insights by the Park Assist
Software Suite. With this sophisticated suite of software extensions, facility owners and operators

gain the unprecedented system-wide control to:

create new revenue opportunities

enhance safety and security sitewide

streamline costs through operational efficiencies

maximize performance and profitability
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The insight and control you need to
heighten efficiency and profitability.
Until Park Assist , parking systems were expected to do just one thing:

the tracking of empty spaces in order to provide parking guidance.
Since the introduction of our revolutionary camera based smart-sensor
system – those expectations have changed dramatically. Park Assist
smart-sensor cameras combine with integrated License Plate
Recognition (LPR) – and the business intelligence of our core system –
to monitor your facility 24/7. As a result, you gain the depth and
breadth of control it takes to ensure a streamlined and highly profitable
operation.

Keep a finger on the pulse of your facility. 
Through built-in business intelligence.

A Park Assist smart-sensor system generates a wealth of continuous data on the behaviors,

preferences and usage patterns that affect your parking facility on a day-to-day basis. This

actionable data is fed to the core system of our powerful web-based management platform: an

invaluable portal you can use to streamline costs and maximize efficiency. Examples of how this

data can be leveraged to make better decisions include:

Analysis of facility usage patterns to help with control of lighting costs, strategies to improve

space utilization, and off-peak scheduling for maintenance.

Historical analyses to determine seasonal and recurring trends for customer volume and

revenue.

Capacity/utilization metrics to help plan for new construction or site expansion.

A software-driven and fully scalable solution.

There is no need to replace hardware in order to expand or upgrade a Park Assist system. From

the outset, the flexibility of our Park Assist Software Suite enables us to devise an optimal package

of features for each individual site. A wide range of software extensions can be integrated as your

needs evolve – from our existing and continually expanding portfolio of readily available modules.
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Find the hidden money in your
facility.  To maximize your revenue
stream.
You know where the most desirable spaces are in your parking facility.
The fact is, parkers are arriving throughout the day who would gladly
pay a premium for one of those spaces. This is especially true during
peak-activity periods, when your facility is reaching full capacity.

The synergy of Park SelectRate™ and our integrated LPR.

With Park SelectRate, an integral component of our sophisticated suite of software solutions, you

can easily designate spaces for premium pricing – or other pricing strategies – anywhere

throughout your entire facility. Simply use the intuitive Park Assist dashboard to mark a premium

space. A color-coded LED is activated in the appropriate smart-sensor, guiding premium-minded

parkers to that space.

Once a vehicle enters a premium space, the camera based smart-sensor feeds vehicle ID and

location data via Park SelectRate to your PARCS or other revenue management system – which

applies the pre-entered premium rate for that particular engagement.

Set premium and conditional pricing structures.

With Park Assist , premium parking can be a bona fide moneymaker. No need for expensive gate

systems or costly loss of spaces. The intelligence-driven Park Assist smart-sensor guidance system

is all income. A solution with the power to instantly increase revenues and the bottom line.

The ability to set variable parking rates can be used for a number of scenarios, including short-stay

zones in high turnover areas, off-peak discounting or event parking. Operators can add, change,

assign and delete rates – and adjust smart-sensor LED colors – as needed. Park SelectRate also

generates detailed rate history data for fine-grain analysis.
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Keeping a watchful eye on your
facility: In a way other systems can’t.
The process of keeping a watchful eye across a parking facility is a
daunting task. And the fact is, traditional security systems have a hard
time getting an unobstructed view of a key area where undesirable
events can take place: in the parking spaces themselves.

The unique vantage point of Park Surveillance™.

In a standard Park Assist  installation, smart-sensor cameras are already in place to identify vehicles

and monitor occupancy in every parking space. With the addition of our Park Surveillance software

extension, the smart-sensors typically capture streaming video whenever motion is detected in or

around a space. This can also be modified to provide continuous surveillance. Either way, it’s an

expanded level of security that would otherwise be cost-prohibitive.

Managing risk for facility owners. Providing customers with peace-of-
mind.

The streaming video and transactional time data captured by the M4s can be used in a variety of

ways. It is a powerful combination of evidence for scenarios where a theft or assault has occurred.

It can also help protect owners and management against fraudulent claims of theft and vandalism,

while helping to deter the intrusion of unwelcome visitors.

On the customer side, Park Surveillance provides an added measure of safety and security. Giving

parkers the peace-of-mind of knowing their vehicles are being monitored during their entire stay in

the parking space.
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Elevating the parker experience. 
To build loyalty and market share.
When parkers arrive at your facility, they’re typically stressed and in a
hurry. They want to find a desirable space quickly, and be on their way.
While also hoping the departure experience will be as smooth and
stress-free.

Welcoming parkers with next-generation guidance.

At the street entrance and key driver-decision points, Park Assist digital wayfinding signage clearly

shows the number of available spaces on each level of a parking garage. Then on each level,

bright LEDs on our smart-sensors quickly signal hurried parkers to open spaces using familiar

green-or-red color coding. Custom colors can also be used for special designations – i.e. blue for

handicapped, purple for premium, etc.

Leaving a positive and lasting impression.

We make the departure experience as easy as the arrival. An industry-first that is unique to Park

Assist, the Find Your Car™ feature of our Park Finder™ software extension helps customers to find

the exact location of their vehicles upon return. The customer simply enters the license plate

number – at a pay station, touchscreen kiosk or into a smartphone app – which the system matches

to the number captured via integrated License Plate Recognition (LPR) at the parking space.

These kinds of conveniences not only serve the parker in the moment. They build a level of

customer satisfaction that can lead to repeat business, positive word-of-mouth, and increased

market share for your brand.

No-stress parking. And the numbers to prove it. A study commissioned for a major retail

shopping center* found its Park Assist smart-sensor system for parking guidance provided the

following advantages:

Time-to-park was reduced by 44%. Especially helpful when occupancy is high.

The numbers of drivers searching for more than 5 minutes was reduced by 12%.

An overall tightening in the variability of parking-space search time.

* An ARUP study commissioned by Park Assist for the 2,513-space parking facility at Westfield Century City Shopping Centre in
Los Angeles. Comparative data was recorded one month before and one month after the installation of a Park Assist camera
based smart-sensor system.
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